
 
Agenda 
Date:  November 10, 2020 @ 7:00 pm 
Present: Quanda Hood, Emily O’Sheridan-Tabor, Kathryn Smith, Jen Mooney, Claire 
Hagedorn, Ryson Stuart, Jill Cameron, Nikki Knapp 
 

I. Discuss and review changes to BWF 
A. Explanation of what happened 
B. Legal Implications 

1. came as a concern for district employees who are legally liable in conflicts 
of interest against district and a group of teachers decided it was in their 
best interests to step away from leadership roles in BWF 

C. Legal Request 
1. Lawyer reached out for examples of discrimination at CCA, forwarded to 

BWF board members 
D. How does BWF want to handle? 

1. What do we do in the future with requests like this, try to stay neutral/don’t 
want to work against district also don’t want to ruffle feathers in the 
community (family’s side) 

E. Role in community? District? School? 
1. Possible response would be for us to not be in the middle or a source for 

that type of information, but a support role/resources for family and 
student (counseling, support within our group for community events 
education about the theme of incident) 

2. Kathryn suggested thanking them for reaching out but stating that as an 
affiliate group that includes parents and teachers working with the district 
that is not our role. This is the first but won’t be the last and it is a good 
opportunity for us to set the precedent for how we respond to requests 
like this 

3. Jill asked where does the reporting tool information go? The tool that we 
have helped create. 

a) Quanda answered information goes to the school 
4. Jill responded than BWF is not the repository of information, they can go 

to other public entries for that information. We are working with the school 
district. 

F. Moving forward plan/mission for BWF: Build an organization within the district to 
promote, celebrate and bring awareness to issues of diversity and inclusion as 
well as support internal work being done within the District itself both financially 
and physically. 

1. BWF wants to address and educate about the incident not be involved in 
what goes on between the district and the family 

2. Sending out request and possible response to request, maybe putting 
something on the website that states this,  



3. Added note I was thinking about while retyping notes: ***WE SHOULD 
WRITE BYLAWS AND INCLUDE THIS*** 

4. Claire questioned where the conflict came in, is it ok to be in the group 
still and not responding to these types of requests. 

5. Jen Mooney came in and said that yes it was ok to be part of the group 
6. Quanda: The split leaves us with a question about who we are and what 

are we to do. FAME and PTG as structure examples. A group of financial 
& labor support. Take some of the things we were doing but doing them in 
a more supportive and community way 

II. Discuss Sub-Groups and plan forward. 
A. Policy- 

1. Communication has continued with leads in this group 
2. Jill stated policy might not belong with us as a community group, keep a 

good relationship but not having input  
3. Jen stated she doesn’t want to drop the part of this group having eyes on 

policy, asked Kathryn who was involved in the policy 
a) Kathryn gave break down of meeting (who attends, what the 

group talks about) 
4. Jen asked if could we table the policy discussion until board has a chance 

to have a discussion about it 
a) Possible Nov but may have been moved to Dec due to transition 

to VL b/c COVID 
5. Quanda asked who would be working on it if Kathryn and BWF members 

were not, Jen answered no one because of everything else that is going 
on. Quanda continues on to suggest that maybe we look at it from a 
broader scope, pushers instead of doers.  

B. Continuing Education 
1. No communication from leads, thinking not direct influence but rather a 

community, going to board if we see gaps in curriculum, drive ideas and 
community engagement, continuing the newsletter and having ppl that 
have eyes on themes and plans for virtual and in-person (when safe) 
events 

C. Student Programming 
1. Some talk with Mary but not from other current leads, BWF role could be 

sponsor of groups (Gabbie (CORE), Shannon (HS), LGBTQ+ (HS/MS), 
Mary (TD2020). Umbrella group, group that is for everyone, no matter 
what there is a group for them, find something every month to celebrate, 
again to continue with the newsletter to expose community to other’s 
cultures; try to support and sponsor anything and everything that any club 
is doing with equity along with our own monthly event/celebration/themed 
activity 

D. Community Engagement 
1. Basically, what most of group’s role will be under the community 

engagement 
III. Newsletter and Monthly Output to Community 

A. What to include? 
B. Topic based? 
C. Solicit writers and articles 



1. Monthly celebrations, example Nov is indigenous People Celebration 
Month, looking for First Nation members (Meskwaki tribe) to write in 
newsletter 

D. Report out internal work of Sub-Groups, if they remain. 
IV. Board Members 

A. Chair? Vice Chair? Co-Chairs? 
1. Quanda Hood to remain in either Position? 

a) YES! 
2. Nominees for open Position 

a) No other group member stepped up, send out to FB/WEBPAGE 
community for co-chair/vice chair 

3. Secretary - Emily Tabor 
a) yes 

4. Treasurer – propose Amy Shopko 
a) If she is still interested in position, it is hers 

V. Next Month’s Goals 
A. Newsletter – focus: perhaps all the various holidays in December. We highlight 

different celebrations from different cultures. Saint Nicholas Day (Christian), 
Fiesta of Our Lady of Guadalupe (Mexican), St. Lucia Day (Swedish), Hanukkah 
(Jewish), Christmas Day (Christian), Three Kings Day/Epiphany (Christian), 
Boxing Day (Australian, Canadian, English, Irish), Kwanzaa (African American), 
Omisoka (Japanese), Yule (Pagan), Saturnalia (Pagan),etc. 

B. Window Decal 
C. Umbrella Club – virtual Meeting 

1. 2 people or 200, we press on 
2. Discuss first meeting or event – look for online resources. 
3. Allow the students to decide what they would like it to be. 
4. Leader? Or group of leads? Perhaps a Student(s) would like that role. 

a) Get the kids together to watch/read something and then have a 
discussion about it 

VI. Other ideas, suggestions and goals. 
A. NESTS 

1. Quanda speaking with Tim for more information, first and foremost find a 
space  

2. Nikki pointed out to keep transmission and contact exposure in mind due 
to COVID increase COVID numbers (which continue to rise) 

B. Meetings set at First Tuesday of the month 7-8pm 
 


